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This little baby really looked more and more like Layla. 

However, this baby was the child of Elliot and Rebecca. 

 

‘Bang’! 

When Elliot heard the movement, he immediately looked towards the source of 

the sound. 

The movement came from Hayden. 

Elliot strode towards Hayden. 

Hayden handed him his mobile phone immediately after he came over. 

He took the phone, but looked at Hayden’s cold and hostile eyes in confusion. 

“What’s wrong?” Elliot asked Hayden, “I heard something fall to the ground just 

now. Did you drop your phone?” 

Hayden replied, “It’s your phone. I threw it.” 

Hayden was very angry just now, so he dropped Elliot phone to the ground. 



After throwing it on the ground, he thought his mother might be angry, so he 

picked it up. 

Elliot glanced at the phone in his hand. 

Because of the phone case, the phone is intact. 

Hayden wouldn’t throw his phone away for no reason, so he turned it on and saw 

a 4D color Doppler photo. 
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The baby in the photo looked a little familiar. 

This was a color Doppler photo. 

Ordinary people didn’t send him such pictures… Could it be Rebecca? 

He immediately clicked the return button and glanced at the sender, it was an 

unfamiliar number. 

At the same time, Elliot saw that this strange number sent him countless 

messages. 

After glancing at the news, Elliot understood why Hayden was angry and threw 

his phone away. 

Elliot was helpless. 

Rebecca found his new number and insisted on sending him a message, which 

was not something he could control. 

“Hayden, this is a message from Rebecca. She added me on Facebook last time, 

and I deleted her. I didn’t contact her behind your back.” Elliot explained in a low 

voice, “I have reached an agreement with your mother. I Agreed that I will not go 

to Yonroeville again, nor will I recognize this child.” 



Hayden was still very unhappy after listening to his explanation. He felt that the 

existence of Rebecca and this child was a shame. 

Even if the mother said that she didn’t care, but this incident made her a huge 

grievance. 

Hayden couldn’t change anything. It is impossible for him to go to Yonroeville to 

kill Rebecca and that child, so he can only see and not bother. 

Out of sight includes not in sight of Elliot. 

Hayden got up from the chair and walked towards Avery. 

“Hayden! Don’t tell your mother yet.” Elliot looked at his son’s tall and thin back. 

His Adam’s apple rolled, “If she knew that Rebecca contacted me, she would not 

be happy. Don’t worry, I will block Rebecca’s number.” 

Hayden paused for a few seconds, then continued to walk towards Avery in 

silence. 

He just stood by to watch his mother and sister take pictures, and did not speak. 

Elliot turned on his mobile phone again and looked at the 4D color Doppler 

ultrasound photo carefully. 

How could this kid look like Layla? 

He don’t know what Layla looked like when she took the 4D color Doppler 

ultrasound. 

If there was a 4D photo of Layla, it would be nice to compare it. 

Elliot saved the photo, then deleted the text message from Rebecca, and added 

Rebecca’s number to the blacklist by the way. 

When he got home after taking pictures, it was already dark. 



Mrs. Cooper brought a sumptuous dinner to the table. 

Avery and the child went to the bathroom to wash their hands. 

“Hayden, why are you unhappy? You’re not like this this morning, are you too 

tired? Or is your father making you angry?” 

Avery noticed the change in his son’s mood, so he asked in a low voice. 
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After Avery asked aloud, Layla realized later that her brother was sullen. 

“Brother, why are you unhappy? If you don’t like taking pictures, then I won’t force you 
to take pictures next time.” Layla grabbed her brother’s arm and coaxed him. 

 

Hayden didn’t want his mother to be affected by Rebecca’s incident. 

Because Elliot said he would block Rebecca. 

“It’s a bit tiring to take pictures. It’s more boring than shopping.” Hayden made an 
excuse casually. 

He doesn’t like shopping, but if he compares taking pictures with shopping, he would 
rather go shopping. 

Shopping is at least a breath of fresh air outside, taking pictures and staying in the 
studio all the time, stuffy. 

Avery promised his son, and smiled, said: “I didn’t take a nap today, so I’m really tired. 
Next time I take a family photo, my mother chooses when the weather is good, so that I 
can go outside and shoot the location, and it won’t be so boring. I thought you Dad 
made you angry. At that time, I took a photo with Layla, and I saw that you two were 
alone for a while.” 

Hayden almost couldn’t help complaining. 



At this time, Elliot walked to the door of the bathroom: “What are you talking about 
inside? Are you talking bad about me?” 

He was a little guilty, afraid that Hayden would make a snitch with Avery. 

Of course, even if this matter is told to Avery, he is not afraid. 

At most, explain it to Avery again. 

“What are you saying bad about?” Avery came out of it, “If you didn’t do anything bad, 
you don’t have to worry about us saying bad things about you. Are you guilty?” 

Elliot shook his head: “You took your child in to wash your hands, but you didn’t even 
tell me to wash your hands. “ 
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“You are so big, do you still need me to call to wash your hands?” Avery couldn’t help 
laughing, “The bathroom can’t hold so many of us all at once.” 

Avery came out and saw that the two children were still in the bathroom, so she 
whispered to Elliot, “I think Hayden is not very happy, so I asked him if he had a conflict 
with you.” 

Elliot raised his eyebrows: “How did he answer? “ 

Avery: “He said that taking pictures was too tiring, but I think he was mostly perfunctory. 
I took him to take pictures before, and he was quite happy. It’s impossible to suddenly 
stop taking pictures.” 

“Maybe it’s because of me. Elliot explained the reason, “At that time the photographer 
wanted me to take a photo with him, and he was very unhappy.” 

“But Hayden refused, we didn’t force him.” Avery still didn’t quite understand his son’s 
emotional change. “Maybe he’s really tired. He studies late every night now, and I’m 
really worried that his body can’t handle it.” 

Elliot knew why his son was unhappy, so he wasn’t worried about his health. 

“Let’s go to dinner first! I’m a little hungry.” 

“Well, I’m hungry too.” Avery pulled his arm over and glanced at his watch, “It’s 7:50 
p.m., no wonder I’m so hungry.” 

It was completely dark outside. 



Three children play with toys in the toy area, after having dinner. 

Mainly Hayden Layla were playing. Robert was still too young, so she could only hold 
her own little toy and watch her brother and sister play with curiosity. 

Avery took her mobile phone and searched for various gifts on the Internet. She is 
preparing a Spring Festival gift for her child, but she has a headache and doesn’t know 
what to give. 

Avery: “Elliot, what are you going to give the children?” 

Elliot: “Have you started picking now?” 

Avery: “Well, it’s fine to be idle anyway.” 

Elliot replied, “Toys for Robert, jewelry for Layla, gifts for Hayden I haven’t thought 
about it yet.” 

Avery: “Hahaha, I also have a headache and don’t know what to give Hayden.” 
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Elliot: “Think slowly, it’s not that day yet.” 

Avery asked, “Well, will you attend my company’s party then? My company vice 
president told me that the employees below hope that the party will be organized. You 
can be present because you are our major shareholder now.” 

 

“If you let me participate, I will participate, and if you don’t let me participate, I will stay 
at home.” Elliot doesn’t like crowded places, whether it’s his company or Avery’s. He is 
not very interested in the company’s party. 

“What you mean is that you don’t want to participate! Then I will take the children to 
participate.” When avery finished speaking, Elliot immediately changed his words: “If 
you take the children, then come with me by the way.” 

“Well. Look. I haven’t told the child yet.” Avery rubbed her stomach, “I still like summer, 
it’s not so dark at this time in summer. Not only is winter cold, but the days are very 
short. It feels like the day goes by in one fell swoop. “ 



In fact, every day goes by very fast. Sometimes when I look at Hayden and Layla, I 
can’t believe that this is my child.” Elliot sighed in his heart, “Have you recorded their 
growth?” 

Avery: “What Records? Photos or text?” 

Elliot: “It’s okay. Because I’ve lost the time before they were four years old, I’m curious 
about what they were like before.” 

Avery nodded: “I remember I showed you them before. The photos when they were just 
born. There is an album at home, and there are photos of them when they were young. 
I’ll get it for you.” 

Elliot: “Okay.” 

Avery entered the room, took out the album, and handed it to him. 

“After returning to Aryadelle, I didn’t print any photos. Another day, I’ll sort out the 
photos on my phone and print a photo album. It’s better to have a physical photo album. 
I used to save my baby’s photos on the Internet, and I saved a lot, as well as my 
pregnancy photos. All kinds of photos, and then the account suddenly couldn’t be 
logged in, and the password was always displayed. I couldn’t find it back.” 

Avery regretted. 

“I want to see the photos of Hayden and Layla when they were just born. Only this 
album has some photos.” 

“Where do you exist? What is your account number? I’ll help you find them.” Elliot 
wanted to see those dusty photos. 
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After Avery answered his question, Layla’s voice came: “Mom! Come here! Come and 
see the castle that my brother helped me build.” 

She bought her daughter a box of complicated building blocks a while ago. 

It’s Layla’s to buy. 

Because after this box of building blocks is assembled, it is a very beautiful castle. 

Layla tried to build it a few times, but it was too complicated. 

After Avery went to the children’s side, Elliot walked towards the study. 



Avery stored the photos in an app of a domestic maternal and child community platform. 
Now this app was outdated and not as popular as in previous years. 

Elliot called Chad and asked him to continue the boss of the company. 

About an hour later, Chad contacted the boss of the company and sent the boss’s 
number to Elliot’s mobile phone. 

Elliot dialed the number, and the other party answered in seconds. 

“Hello, Mr. Foster, I don’t know what you have to do with me. As long as I can help you, 
I will be there.” 

Elliot responded, “I have an account, but I forgot the password. You can let me know. 
Can your company’s technology help you retrieve it?” 

“Where do you have an account? Is it a product of our company?” 

“Well.” 

The boss wiped his sweat: “There are three products in our company, I don’t know 
about you and which one are you talking about?” 

Elliot: “Mom and baby.” 

The boss listened to him saying these words seriously, and couldn’t help laughing: “I 
didn’t expect you to register the account of mother and baby.” 
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“I didn’t register. My wife did.” Elliot said Avery’s account name, “She forgot the 
password for this account. There are a lot of photos in it, please ask your technicians to 
get the account number and photos back?” 

“Okay, I’m in charge of technology, I’ll come to help you right away. If I don’t reply to you 
before 12 o’clock tonight, then don’t wait tonight.” 

 

Elliot: “Thank you for your hard work.” 

“It’s okay, it’s our honor that your wife can choose to use our products.” 



After talking on the phone, Elliot opened the photo album on his mobile phone and saw 
the 4D color Doppler ultrasound photo sent by Rebecca today. 

He zoomed in on the photo to see the baby’s facial features. 

This little guy looked a bit like Layla. 

Elliot couldn’t help walking towards the bathroom, turned on the light, and looked at his 
face in the mirror. 

Layla looks more like Avery, but why does he and Rebecca’s children look like Layla? 
After looking in the mirror for a while, Elliot reopened the album to find Layla’s picture. 

Layla’s facial features are more three-dimensional now, with some personal 
characteristics. 

Sometimes when he look at her, he feels that she is more like Avery, and sometimes he 
feels that she is more like myself. 

Elliot couldn’t help but strain his heart. He didn’t have any feelings for Rebecca, and he 
thought he wouldn’t have any feelings for their children either. 

But now, looking at this little baby who looked so much like Layla, his heart softened. 

Elliot knew why he was soft-hearted. Because this kid is like Layla. 

If this child looks like Rebecca, or like him, he will definitely not be soft-hearted. 
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About half an hour later, Avery came to knock on the study door. 

Avery: “Elliot, what are you doing in the study?” 

Elliot strode up in front of her: “I just found someone to see if I can retrieve your 
account.” 

“It’s so late today, it’s nothing to worry about, you can do it tomorrow. Go find someone 
again.” Avery took him out of the study, “Let’s go take a bath. Hayden and Layla have 
already taken a bath.” 

“Aren’t they playing with building blocks?” Elliot glanced at the time, “It’s only been half 
an hour.” 

“The child takes a bath very quickly. They all turned off the lights and fell asleep at the 
moment.” Avery took his arm and walked towards the master bedroom, “Just now Mike 



called me and said we were digging The new product developed by the new team is 
very good. I am looking forward to going to the company tomorrow.” 

“Then go to bed early tonight. When you see the new product tomorrow, tell me how 
you feel.” 

“Of course I will tell you. After all, you paid for it, and I will definitely report to you.” Avery 
laughed and teased. 

After the two entered the bedroom, they closed the door. 

Avery went to the closet to get pajamas, while Elliot reached out and unbuttoned his 
shirt. 

His legs hadn’t fully recovered yet, and Avery helped him take a bath every night. 

For Avery’s personal care, Elliot now enjoyed peace of mind. He always knew where his 
heart was. Where is Avery, where is his heart. 

Even if Elliot has different feelings for the child in Rebecca’s belly, it is because the child 
resembles Avery. 

He just doesn’t know if the child will continue to develop and his appearance will 
change. 

After taking a shower, Elliot came out of the bathroom. He went to bed and sat down, 
turned on his mobile phone, and checked if the boss of the Mom and Baby APP had 
replied. 

–No. 

He doesn’t know if the boss can get the account back tonight. 
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Elliot clicked on a financial app and watched the news to pass the time. 

Suddenly, his eyes widened. 

 

He saw a familiar company name – Wonder Technologies. 



According to the news, they got the gossip that Wonder Technologies will go public in 
Bridgedale soon. 

The news content was very short, but if this news was true, then Wanda’s layout was 
really a bit big. It should be said that she and the capital behind her had great ambitions! 

If a company in Aryadelle went to list in Bridgedale, it was impossible for them to do so 
if there was not enough huge interest to seduce them. 

Elliot suddenly didn’t understand why Wanda dared to do this. 

was she sure she could pass the scrutiny of going abroad for listing? 

Or had she found a strong backer who could ignore his presence? 

Elliot didn’t know if the news was true or not, but he had to find out if it was true. He took 
a screenshot of the news and sent it to Ben Schaffer. 

Ben Schaffer saw the screenshot and called him immediately. 

Ben Schaffer: “Wonder Technologies is going to go public in Bridgedale?” 

“How about you go to Bridgedale and investigate.” Elliot said. 

“Okay! Going to Bridgedale… I’m very happy.” Ben Schaffer’s tone was relaxed, and he 
didn’t hide his happiness at all, “It just so happens that I have a gift to take to Bridgedale 
for Gwen. And she’s going to be a model soon. The game is over, I will stop by to watch 
her play before returning to Aryadelle after the game.” 

Elliot teased: “Dating at public expense?” 
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Ben Schaffer laughed at himself: “Thank you for looking down on me so much. Gwen is 
not willing to fall in love with me at all. When I asked her why she didn’t want to fall in 
love with me, she said that apart from me being too old, she wanted to do a good job in 
her career first, and after she had a successful career, had seen a wider world, and met 
more excellent handsome guys, she would then decide to have a good career and don’t 
fall in love with me.” 

Elliot: “Why is Gwen suddenly so smart?” 

Elliot felt that Gwen’s choice was wise. Although he has a good relationship with Ben 
Schaffer, he cannot force Gwen and Ben Schaffer to be together with his conscience. 



Whether two people are suitable or not requires constant trial and error to understand 
what they want before deciding. 

“Your son has done a good job.” Ben Schaffer couldn’t help laughing and crying, “He is 
not only a strong supporter of Gwen, but also Gwen’s spiritual mentor and emotional 
mentor. Your son is simply a talent.” 

“It seems that my son does not like me, it is not his wrong.” Elliot was a little worried, 
“He has a good relationship with everyone, but I can’t get along.” 

“Take your time! There will be more days in the future!” Ben Schaffer was originally a 
violent temper, but now Half of the edges and corners have been smoothed by Gwen. 

After the two chatted for a while, Avery came out of the shower. 

Elliot hung up immediately. 

“Who are you talking on the phone with.” Avery heard him talking on the phone in the 
bathroom, but she couldn’t really hear it. 

“Ben Schaffer. He said that he bought a gift for Gwen, and he was going to Bridgedale 
to give it to her. By the way, Gwen would return home after the competition.” Elliot put 
down his phone. 

“Gwen? You are calling her so affectionate now. Hahaha!” Avery rubbed some cream 
and walked to the bed, turning off the light, “Actually, I also want to watch Gwen’s game 
live, but you don’t have enough legs. It’s convenient, forget it.” 

“Well. Go to sleep.” 

“Husband, I haven’t heard you say you love me for a long time.” Avery put her arms 
around his waist after laying down, buried her head in his neck, and took a shallow 
breath. 

Elliot: “I love you.” 

Avery was startled, raised her head, and smiled warmly, “Uh? Why are you so good?” 

Elliot: “Because I love you.” 

Listening to his low-pitched and powerful love words, her heart continued to accelerate, 
as if it was about to jump out. 

At 3 o’clock in the night, Elliot’s cell phone suddenly lit up. 



The owner of the Mom and Baby app retrieved Avery’s account password and sent it to 
his mobile phone. 

He immediately logged in to the app and saw Avery’s photos that existed in it before. 

 


